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the on1 resize plug-in for photoshop and lightroom is the most advanced image editor that you’ve ever used, with a powerful feature set and a new focus on speed and usability. on1 resize is the easiest way to resize your photos and get them ready for print and social
media. its included with on1 photography, on1 video, and on1 photo books. on1 resize is available for download today. on1 resize is a photoshop or lightroom plugin. a 14-day fully functioning free trial is available to anyone to download and try. to get started, use the

included free trial, or download it for $99.99. for example, on1 resize’s new layout makes it easier to browse through photos. and, the new features make it easier to work with images you’ve already opened in your photo editor. this means you’ll spend less time
searching through your photos to find just the right one to crop or resize. another key change in on1 resize is the addition of a new slider for cropping and resizing photos. this makes it easier than ever to get your photos ready for print or social media. plus, it provides a

quick and convenient way to resize photos, and it makes it possible to quickly crop images without having to use tools like a lasso or rectangle. the new slider lets you quickly resize photos to a custom size. drag the slider to the size you want, and type in the width or
height in pixels. the slider also includes the percentage of the original image that you want to retain, so you can easily resize photos by up to 100%. you can select which layer you want to keep when resizing a photo, so that you can keep the image layer, just the

background, or even the adjustments layer. this lets you create multiple resized images that include the different parts of a photo.
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